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in the halfplane Re(s) > l. 
Many such (special) zeros are listed here, as far as we know, for 
the first time. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
In 1948 TURAN [6] showed that the Riemann hypothesis for s(s) is true 
if there are positive numbers N0 and C such that for all N>N0 , NEIN, 
-s 
n 
has no zeros 1.n the halfplane a ~ I + C/ IN. 
In 1958 HASELGROVE [2] showed that there exist infinitely many NEIN" 
such that sN(s) = 0 for some s with cr>l. 
In 1968 SPIRA [4] proved, using a computer, that sN(s) has zeros with 
o>l, for N = 19,22(1)27,29(1)50. In this report we shall call zeros of 
sN(s) with cr>I "special zeros". 
As far as we know, up till now no special zero of any sN(s) is explicit-
ly known. In this report we present two different methods for the explicit 
computation of special zeros of sN• The first method is exhaustive, since it 
produces all special zeros of sN with imaginary part 1.n a given interval 
(sections l, 2, 3 and 4). In the second method we first compute several 
"almost-periods" of 1;:N and then find special zeros of z;:N by adding the al-
most-periods to zeros of ~N with real part very close to cr=l, but not 
necessarily in cr>l (section 5). Of course, this second method is not ex-
haustive, but it is much less time consuming than the first one. 
Finally, we present a selection of the special zeros of sN for 
N = 19,22(1)27,29(1)35,37(1)41,47, computed by the two methods. 
l • PREPARATIONS 
Let N~3 be fixed. We consider the zero-set of 




- - 1- cos(t0 log N) = cro 
N 
N-1 I _I_ cos(t0 log n) 
n=l 0 o n 
N-1 -cr0 JI -cr0 
jcos(t0 log N)j ~ I <i) < N x dx = 1 
n=l 0 
N 
Now choose a small e:>0 (e: =½ is sufficient) and take cr0 < 1-N/e:. Then we 
have 
lcos(t0 log N) I < e: 
so that we must have 
1T 
t 0 log N ~ 2 + k,r, 
er equivalently 
(2k+J),r 
t ~ -=--=---= 0 2 log N' (kcZ). 
From this it follows that the zero set of 8N(cr,t) in the halfplane 
cr < 1--N/ e: consists of simple zero curves having 
-oo + (2k+ 1) iri 
2 log N ' 
as asymptotical points. See Figure 1. 
It is easy to see that 
so that the entire zero set of ¾(cr,t) is contained in the halfplane o<2. 
For cr=l (or any other fixed crcR) we have that ~(l,t) is an almost periodic 
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there exist arbitrarily large values oft for which 
N 






1 - cos(t log n) 
n 
Choosing s>O small enough it follows that all cosines in (1) are close to 1 
and hence positive so that for these particular values oft we have 
N 
~(o,t) = I 
n=I 
I - cos (t log n) > 0 for all crdR. 
0 n 
Since the zero lines of any harmonic function on the entire plane cannot 
have endpoints, it follows that a zero line of 1)/o, t) "starting" at a point 
- co+ 
(2k+l)TTi 
2 log N 
must return to some other asymptotical point of the same form (possibly not 
a neighboring one). See Figure 2. 
Now we consider the zero lines of 
- 1- sin(t0 log N) 00 
N 
so that for o0<0 
lsin(to log N) I $ 
=_I sin(t log n) 
n=2 n° 
N-1 
= - I -1- sin(t0 log n) 
n=2 °0 n 
N-1 -a 
I <~) o < 
n=l 
N 
Similarly as before, we choose a small s>O and take cr0 < 1-N/s so that 
t 
-oo+i I 11T ~ 
2 log N D -co+i 91T 
2 log N 
-oo+i 71T 
2 log N --D -oo+i 51T 
2 log N 
-oo+i 31T 
2 log 
N : ~ -co+i 1T 





lsin(t0 log N)j < E. 
Consequently 
t 0 log N ~ kTI, 
or 
krr 
tO ~ log N' 
Hence, the zero set of IN(o,t) in the halfplane o < 1-N/E consists of a 
system of simple zero curves having the points 




as asymptotical points. See Figure 3. 
For large positive owe have in case of a zero of IN(o,t) 
and hence 
- 1- sin(t0 log 2) = 00 
2 
Chosing a small s>O and taking 
we thus have 
so that 
log(N/s) 
0 o > log(3/2) 
lsin(t0 log 2) I < E 
to log 2 ~ kTI, 
N 
I sin(t0 log n) 
n=3 °o n 
(kd) 


























to~ log 2' 
log(N/E:) 
It follows that the zero set of IN(cr,t) 1n the halfplane a> log( 3 /Z) 
consists of simple zero curves having 
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It can be s 110wn that every zero curve of IN(cr, t) starting at some 
asymptotical point +oo + kTii(log 2)-l is somehow connected with some asymp-
totical point -oo + lTii(log N)- 1. In other words: such a zero curve crosses 
over the s-plane "horizontally". 
-I 
Moreover, every zero curve of IN(o,t) starting at - 00 + k0ni(log N) 
is either connected with an asymptotical point + 00 + lni(log 2)-l or with an 
-I 
asymptotical point of the form - 00 + mTii(log N) . 
Drawing the zero curves of IN(cr,t) as dotted lines, the zero curves of 
IN(cr,t) and ~(cr,t) have a pattern as pictured in Figure 5. 
2. THE HEURISTIC PRINCIPLE 
Again we denote zero curves of IN(cr,t) by dotted lines. 
In case of a zero of sN(s), we expect to have a pattern either as 
plotted in Figure 6a or as in Figure 6b. 
,._ - - - - --- - - - - - - - - ------ .... 
' \ 
I 
~ ----- --- -- - -- ---);~) 
a= -oo a 
Figure 6a. 
a= -oo a = oo 
Figure 6b. 
l 1 
This heuristical argument 1.s also based on 
that any zero curve of RN(cr,t) starting at - 00 + 
ed with the "next" asymptotical point 
the empirical observation 
(4k+J)ni (k>O) is connect-
2 log N 
(4k+3)ni . 
- 00 + 2 log N • Hence, 1.n order to have a special zero s 0 = 




In order to detect such a pattern of the zero curves of¾ and IN one 
has to compute the zeros of ~(I,t) for t>O, yielding the increasing 
sequence {tk}:=l of zeros ¾(1,t). Once the zeros t 2£-I and t 2£ have 
been located one checks whether IN(J,t) has a zero between t 2£-l and t 2£. 
If so, it is a simple matter to locate the corresponding zero of ~N(s). 
A slight modification of this procedure may be used in order to 
obtain zeros of ~N with real part just less than I. 
3. FIRST METHOD: THE SYSTEMATIC SEARCH 
In this section we describe our first implementation (in FORTRAN) of 











] , t) = log n sin(t log n) n 
N N 
~ log n . ) I sup l --0 - s1n(t log n s l log n n=2 n tdR n=2 
In order to find a zero of ¾(l,t) one may proceed as follows: Since 
( l ,0) = 1 ;, we have by the maximal slope principle that ¾( 1, t) has 
no zeros on the inten•al O s t s ~(1,0) /~ =: P 1 • 
Since ~{J,p 1)> O the same technique yields that ¾(l,t) has no zeros 
in the interval 
l, pk) < E we 
In fact we took 
p 1 st s p 1 + ¾(l,p 1)/~ =: p 2, etc. As soon as 
compu~e ¾(l,pk+o) and investigate whether ¾Cl,pk+o) < 0. 
E:=!0-J and o=J0-2. As soon as the first zero of Rl l, t) 
has been located in this way one proceeds in a similar manner starting from 
the point t = pk+o. As soon as the second zero of ¾(1,t) has been located 
one starts investigating whether IN(l,t) has a zero between these two zeros 
of RN(I, t). If this is the case one may draw the zero curves of ¾ and IN 
and find a special zero of r,N(s). 
For N=23 this procedure leads very quickly to the special zero 
a= 1.008 496 93, t = 8645.524 423 32. 
For N=l9, on a CDC 6600 computer, it took us about one hour computer 
time to find the special zero 
C = 1.00) 095 51, t = 600 884.203 427 78. 
SPIRA's investigations [4] show that N=l9, 22 and 23 are the first 
candidates for having special zeros. Clearly we wanted to see a special 
zero of sn (s). Indeed, 19 and 23 are primes where,3s 22 is the smallest -~ 
composite N for which z;;N(s) has special zeros. 
However, neither the systematic search described above nor the acceler-
ation of this procedure described in section 4 did produce any special zero 
J 3 
of ~22 (s) in the range O $ t ~ 75 000 000. Anticipating the results of sec-
tion 5 we already remark here that by the method described there we have 
found the special zero 
(N=22) 0 = 1.002 890 95, t = 558 159 406. 148 225 57. 
However, we do not know whether this special zero is the one with 
smallest positive imaginary part. We have given up our effort to "fill the 
gap" between t = 75,000,000 and t = 558,159,407 since it still might take 
several hundreds of hours of computer time to reach this goal. 
4. ACCELERATION OF THE SYSTEMATIC SEARCH 




sup [ I log n sin(t log n)[ =: DN. 
tE IR n=2 n 
22 
I log n sin(t log n) = 
n=2 n 
log 2 . ( 2 ) log 3 • ( 1 3) 2 sin t log + --3- sin t og 
log 4 
+ 4 sin(2t log 2) + 
+ log 5 sin(t log 5) + 
5 
+ 10: 6 sin(t log 2 + t log 3) 
+ . • • • . I-
log 22 
22 sin(t log 2 + t log 11) 
and since the logarithms of the primes are linearly independent over the 
rationals, it was possible to find the following numerical upper bound: 
n22 $ 4.2725 (compare: M; 2 = 4.77 .•. ). 
14 
However, it turned out that the replacement of M22 by 4.2725 did not speed 
up the systematic search considerably. 
The most time consuming thing in the systematic search is the evalua-
tion of the transcendental functions sin(t log n) and cos(t log n). 
We now describe how the systematic search can be speeded up considerabJ 
(to about three times as fast as the original procedure). It is based on a 
generalization of the maximal slope principle to higher derivatives. 






so that by Taylor's expansion formula 
~(1, t) 
(t-t0) 
= ~(1,to) + i: ~(l, to) + ••• 
<t-t l-1 
~k-1) (1 , to) + 
(t-tO)k 
~k) (1,s) 0 + (k-1) ! k! 
for some , € (t0 ,t). Hence 
k-1 (t-t )n <t-t0l 
~k) ~(l,t) ~ I 0 ~n) (1 t ) _ 
n=O n! ' 0 k! 
and 
k-1 (t-t ) n (t-tO)k 
~k) Ril,t) :s; I O R(n)(l t) + 
n=O n! N ' 0 k! 
for all t ~ t 0 • Writing 
k-1 (t-t )n (t-tO)k 





~k) p2 k(t,tO) := I k! 
' n=O 
n. 
we clearly have that 
p I k (to' t) ~ ¾(1 ,t) 
' 
and 
p2 k(tO,t) 2". ¾(l,t) 
• 
for all t 2". t 0 . 
From 
Pl,k(tO,t) ~ ¾(l, t). ct ;:,: t 0) 
and 
it follows that, if ¾(1,t0) > 0 then ~(l,t) does not have a zero on the 
interval 
See figure 8. 
15 
If P1,k(t0 ,t 1) > € > 0 we can go a step further and say that ¾Cl,t) 
has no zeros on the interval 
and so on, until one reaches a point tr such that 
-6 (where E=lO , say). 
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we check whether ¾(1,tr) 5 s. If not, we proceed with P1,k(tr,t) in the 
same wav as described above. If R (I,t) 5 s, we check whether . -~ r 
I 7 
¾(l,tr+o) < 0. If so, we compute the polynomial P2,k(tr+o,t) and proceed 
similarly as above in order to determine the next zero of ¾(l,t). 
A similar procedure may be applied to compute the successive zeros 
ofIN(l,t). 
The advantage of the above procedure is that a considerable number of 
transcendental evaluations are replaced by polynomial calculations, which 
are performed considerably faster. 
For N=22 we have tested out various values of k, resulting in the ex-
perimental observation that the total procedure was running fastest for 
k=14, and in fact about three times as fast as our original procedure. 
5. SECOND METHOD: SEARCH BY USE OF ALMOST-PERIODS 
In this section we describe a second method for the computation of 
special zeros of ~N. In fact, by this method we are able to construct 
(finite) sequences of zeros of ~N' all with real part close to one, some of 
them with real part greater than one. 
The starting point is the supposition that already a zero s 0 of ~N is 
available, for which jRe s 0-1j is small. Such a zero may be found, for 
instance, by applying our first method to a line cr=l-s. Let T1 EJR be such 
that l~N(s) - ~N(s+iT 1)j is small for alls on the line cr=l. Such a T1 
exists since ~N(l+it) is an almost-periodic function oft. Then one may 
expect that also !~N(s) - ~N(s0±iT 1)1 is small, and there may be a zero, s 1 
say, of ~N in the neighborhood of s0 + iT1. If Re s 1 > Re s0 , we look for an-
other zero, s 2 say, of ~Nin the neighborhood of s 1 +iT 1, and so on. In 
order to cross the line cr=l, we always demand that Res. >Res. 1. If J J-
Re sj ~ Re sj-l we continue with another almost-period T2 . After crossing 
the line cr=l we may still continue this procedure in order to find more and 
more special zeros of ~N. 
The crucial point in the above procedure is, of course, the availability 
of sufficiently many almost-periods of ~Non the line cr=I. We have 
18 
LEMMA 5.1. Almost-periods of ~N(s) can be computed if one is able to find 
"sufficiently good" (to be specified later) approximations of the 1r(N) (>l) 
numbers log p/log Pj 0 , (j=l ,2, ... ,1r(N); j 0 E: {1,2, •.. ,1r(N) }) by rational 
numbers with the same denominator. 
PROOF. Let k be that common denominator, i.e., k log p./log p. 
J Jo 
where E:. = O and the other E:.'s are small (but not zero, since 
J 




rithms of the primes are independent over~). Let the canonical factoriza-
'IT(N) ct.(n) 
tion of n(.::.N) be given by n = I1 p. J • Then for T := k•211-/log p. and 
j=l J Jo 





l n-s exp(-iT log n) = 
n=l 
\ -s 
l n exp(-ie ), 
n=I n 
TI(N) a. (n) 
T log n = (k · 2,r /log p. ) log rr p. J 
Jo j=I J 
1T(N) 
= 2 '1T II ct. (n)k log p. /log p. 
j=I J J Jo 
1T (N) 
- ( I1 s .a.. (n)) (mod 
j=l J J 
2,r) . 
If the sj's are small enough, we may expect the value of ~N(s+iT) to be 
close to the value of ~N(s), for any fixed SE~. Hence, T 1s an almost-
period of ~N. The same argument holds, if one replaces T by -T. D 
We have used the well-known modified Jacobi-Perron algorithm [1] and 
the less-known Szekeres algorithm [5] for the computation of the rational 
approximations of log pj/log Pjo (j=l,2, ..• , (N); j/j 0). We first give a 
description of both algorithms in the style of KNUTH [3]. Both algorithms 
are simplified and put in a form suitable for our purpose. 
ALGORITHM JP (Jacobi-Perron). Given n~I positive irrational numbers 
a. 1 ,a.2, .•. ,an. In step JP2 a positive integer k 1s computed such that {kai} 
is small, for i=l,2, ••. ,n (where {x} means the distance of x to the nearest 
. t ) A ·1· ➔ + ➔ in eger. ux1 iary vectors a= (a 1,a2 , .•. ,an), b = (b 1, ••• bn) and c = 
(c0 ,c 1, ••• ,cn) are used. The algorithm terminates when k>kmax. 
JP!. 
JP2. 
[Ini i,,l.ize]. Set cO+0 and 
➔ 
[Take integer part of a and 
set a.+a. and c.+-O, for i=l,2, ... ,n. 
1 ]_ ]. 
compute new k]. Set b. +-[a.] for 
]_ ]_ 
i= ·t,2, . .,e,n and set k+-c + L:1- c.b .. If k>kmax then stop. 
0 i=l 1. i 
:9 
JP3. [Compute new~ and 1J. Set c0 +c 1, c. +c. 1 and a. +-(a.+ 1-b.+ 1)/(a 1-bt), ]_ 1.+ ]_ ]_ ]_ . --
for l = 1,2, ... ,n-l and set c +k and a +-1/(a -b 1). Go to JP2. n n 1 
Note that for n=l, this algorithm produces the denominators of the con-
vergents of the regular continued fraction expansion of a 1 • 
The Szekeres algorithm is more complicated than JP, but it will appear 
to produce much better approximations than JP. 
ALGORITHM SZ (Szekeres). Given n2I positive irrational numbers a 1 ,a2 , .•. ,an, 
with I > a 1 > a 2 > ... > a . In step SZ6 a positive integer k is computed n ➔ 
such that {ka .. } is small, for i = 1,2, ... ,n. An auxiliary vector y = 
]_ 
(y0 ,y, , ... ,yn)' auxiliary arrays A= (a .. ), i,j = 0,1, ... ,n and V = (v .. ), 
1 l.J 1J 
i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, and an auxiliary scalar hare used. The algorithm termi-
nates, when k>kmax. In order to explain the notation in SZ3, we define a 
➔ 
partial ordering of n-component vectors as follows: let x = (x 1, ••• ,xn) 
➔ 
and y = (y 1 , ••• ,yn) and let i 1,i2 , ••• ,in be a permutation of 1,2, ... ,n 
such that lxi 1 I 2 [xi2 [ ;e: ••• ;,: Ix. I; similarly, let [y. I ;e: ly. I 2 ... in JI J 2 
I I W • + + . f I [ I [ f l 2 d ➔ --< ➔ • f ;e: y. , . e write x ce y 1. x. = y. , or µ = , , ••. , n an x y 1 
Jn 1µ Jµ 
3v, I s v $ n such that Ix• I < I yJ· I , and Ix• I = I yJ• I , for I $ µ < v. 







[Initialize]. Set yO + I-al' yi + ai-ai+l' i= 1,2, ... ,n-J, y +- Cl • n n 
Set a .. +- I , i 
1J 
= 0 , I , ... , n and j = 0 , I , ... , i and a . . + 0 , 
1J 
1. = 0, l , ... , n-1 and j = i + l , i + 2, •.• , n. 
a .. 
[Compute the differences v .. ]. Set v .. + 1-2:.J_ -
1.J 1.J a i0 
ao. a:-11, i,j = 1,2, ... ,n. 
00 
➔ ➔ 
[Select indexµ]. Let v. be the i-th row of V, so v. = (v. 1,v. 2 , .. ,v. ). 1. 1 1 1 in 
Find the largest index µ such that for every 1 :s; i $ n 
either 
➔ + v. --<v, 
1 )1 
➔ ➔ 
or v. C:£ v 
]_ µ 
If y O < y JJ, then go to SZS. 
[y0 ~ yll]. Set y0 +y0-yl1 and aµj+aµtaoj' J = 0,1, ••• n. Go to SZ6. 
[y 0 < yll]. Set h+-yO and y0 +yµ-yO, Yµ +h. Set h+-aOj and aOj +-aµj' 
a. +a .+h, for j =0,1, .•. ,n. 
)lJ ].lJ 
[New k]. Set k+aµo· If kSkmax, then go to SZ2, else stop. 
20 
For n=l, this algorithm not only produces the denominators of the convergents 
of the regular continued fraction expansion of a 1, but also the denominators 
of the inteY'mediary convergents. 
Both algorithms were coded in FORTRAN, and run on a CDC 6600 computer, 
in double precision (28 significant digits) with kmax = 1020 , n=6 and for 
a. the six irrationals log 3/log 2, log5/log 2, log7/log2, logll/log 2, 
1 
log13/log 2, and log 17/log 2. Let k1,k2, .•. be the sequence of k's produced 
by one of the algorithms. Define m. := max {k.a.}. In Table 1, for both 
i l <. <6 1. J 
algorithms we give the values of k. -J- and m., such that m. < m., for 
J J J ]. 
1 :5 i s; j-1 . Clearly the results of SZ are much better than those of JP, so 





Results of runs with the Jacobi-Perron Algorithm 
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As indicated in section 3, we first applied our method to N=22. Iu 
orde~.- to find almost periods for N=22, we ran the SZ algorithm with N=19, 
i.e. (N) = 8 and i 0 = l ,2,3 and 4. This yielded sufficiently many almost 
periods, and with the strategy described in the beginning of this section, 
we found many special zeros of s22 (s). 
Although we already had found a few special zeros of s 19 by the 
systematic method, we also applied the almost period method to s19 • As an 
illustration of the power of this method, we select the following result: 
s19 (s) = O for s = a0 + it0 , where 
a0 = 1.002 793 85, t 0 = 987 047 804 990 437 138.210 ooo 67 
and for k=l,2, ... ,58 the numbers tk=t0+kP, where 
P = l 19 4 7 3 414 699 0 I 7 719 233. 343 2 
are approximations, with absolute error of, at most, 0.1, of the imaginary 
parts of special zeros of s19 . These zeros are listed in Tabl~ 2 (a rounded 
to 8, t to 5 decimals). We have also listed the first zero in this "almost-
arithmetic progression" with real part< I (namely the zero with imaginary 
part "' t 0 + 59P) , 
Table 2 
59 special zeros of s19 , the imaginary parts of which 
form an "almostn arithmetic progression, and the first 






















Table 2 (cont'd) 
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In ord£r to [ind almost periods for l,;N ~ 23 :5 N '.5 28, ,re ran the )Z 
algorithm with N=23, i.e. 1r(N) = 9, and i 0 = 1,2,3 and 4. 
Unfortunately the SZ algorithm did not produce satisfactory results 
for 1r(N) ~ 10, unless we extended the precision of the calculations. 
Instead of doing this we decided to try to find zeros of l,;N' N~29 with the 
use of the almost periods found with the SZ algorithms, for the cases 
rr(N) = 8 and 1r(N) = 9. This had to work, and in fact it did, by the in-
dependency of the logarithms of the primes over Q. 
In Table 3 we give a selection of special zeros found with the two 
methods described above. a and tare rounded to 8 decimals. All zeros with 
8 imaginary part greater than 5.10 were found by the method of almost 
periods described in this section. 
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Table 3 
A selection of special zeros of ~N' N = 19,22(1)27,29(1)35,37(1)41,47, 




























































































































































Table 3 (cont'd) 
Z3 1,00o)bll,l 433~3244,0t8J44Z9 
23 1,v12i.396c:, ~4q70292,6&5b2c15 
23 1.00160913 aS3019q3,1b371oSB 
23 1,ooo~qos2 ~545435~ 1 87b87934 
23 1,003552150 47~8b010,30077727 
23 1,001sqqqz 48238713,7492~047 
2~ 1,oooso,os ~3~26240,bl4q3170 
23 1,00248352 S7~8732S,85b7b37a 
23 1,~0&0454'b S~S04314,70S6S854 
23 1,0017581JZ b1333150,43Q8Sb06 
23 1,0122600v bbU81512,731b5q2b 
23 1,005285'59 75q22b41,l158~46, 
23 1,0080()7?.5 1qs21s1ao,Bq)q4875 
23 1,00997921 2213b401S,b106Sl65 
23 1,002s7:i3~ 307680947,42309788 
23 1,'.)1718912 sse15q40~.1JS7oo44 
23 1,0001~1.107 l2007~0~10S67,0113567U 
23 1 • 1)032533b 120b750~4q3Q? 1 06901277 
21.1 1t004U4187 32520751.765Q9Sl0 
2/.l 1.0v3S6213 3ba7b10o,OQ1QS~12 
24 l,OJ2o6176 ss~1S~4◊Q.1a~11eee 
25 t,oo:,~a(no !2~201s1.e,223~01 
2'5 1,00l.814S1 1q48Zo9609528,9025S422 
25 1 , 1)02909?5 2G170142703U1,,91.17b59U 
25 1,00042S74 19875Uq414i5b909Ob77,151491O0 
26 1.0~11+7172 3202110,43537085 
26 1,00112'191 Ql.l3?48!.09142b 0 0 
Zb 1,000147lJ7 21O34q17,364403b~ 
2b 1,00121135 J1oqoo,z.sq3021a~ 
26 1.00515827 32520751.6172518& 
2b 1,u01\J~l89 34~9qo~1.100~1q6a 
26 1,00635285 30323740,32095248 
2b t • •H1 2 o O 2 5 4 39590249,4630~909 
2b l • 1)\,H>4Z865 4101~938,08527908 
26 1,i'!02462'!8 60L1ets12.&81~,o6a 
26 1.,~008033 1q827574b,$G90S529 
Zb 1,oooeo1oi 2213b~01S,56587153 
21 1,001)4\(!18 o1242oS4lbJ40893S.Sq9650!>l! 
27 l,OOOll.1098 e1B7~1?8908c>ooss20.s10331J24 
Z.7 1,0010301'? J6Q3Q920UOC67~60~1l,70965177 
2q 1.oo-s1oso0 2S89158977152418.11781S20 
2" 1,002b33o5 31626643s~1s0q6b8.01e4;3oq zq 1,00?854~1 ?n6J?515?5ab206301.92b0b158 
29 1,oosu,e11 S~787o8q1&57o27qobQ,tU757?.b1 z~ 1,00247002 1b800~b39!711~2!8~355,3Sb3b67 
30 1,t'.\003'57 1B 2saq15sq7735241s.1054b55b 
27 
Table 3 (cont'd) 
30 1,0013il674 31ot854So202~7328,21o87853 
30 11000,11'.43 12367Cq8083b023551.S1367576 
31 1.00110;0q 52331~55,&561~12~ 
li 1 .012.H8~2 2589t58q7735241$.lOo78q41 
31 1 .• ol 1736~E:i 3lbl8Sq562C2313?e.2oqPQOS6 
31 t ,rJl2138!Jb 3162o6435415~q8b8 9 b03a0243 
31 1,00b~18H.> 2 (l 6 5 2 1.:i 1525 l.l b 2 iJ 6 30 1 11 9115212?. 
31 1.009.$8716 ~Q78708q1657621q66Q.13509577 
31 1,0065'..19(')& U:> 5 0 o 5 6 3 <:? 3 71162' 8 q 3'i 5 • 3 4 9 a 9 i 5 
32 1 1 or.H~S8b7 ?S891sqg773s2q1e.1021sss1 
3? 1.0J0'12(;?2 31618545020237328.20~89050 
3? 1 1 00)tdJ01t.J 3162o6435~15bq868.SQ99S?.Ro 
33 1.00311308 25e~15sq773s2~1s.09oei14o 
33 1,00006912 31~2ob~3541~~q8b8.58813015 
33 1,00006?g1 sa1a1osq10576?.79009.1?.050891 
3 L1 1.0J224271 258Qi58977352419,07~9129S 
3 IJ 1,002'-li.!717 31b18545b20231328.18212929 
34 1.)0231Sb.3 31~2o6~35~1SQ~8b8.57704Sl4 
3/J 1,0042Ql.?11 20~3251525"b20b301.88b8ij313 
3t.l 1,vosoo!5o 5U78708~lb57b27Qb&Q.109B50b6 
35 1,00271901.1 2589t58q77352415 0 0693S499 
35 1 e00'5!ibol39 31616S4Sb20237328 0 17185247 
.$5 1.00632451 Sl62b6435415b9R&8.567I035? 
35 1e0030o/3?2 20b3?51~25Qb206301,8753~1~4 
35 l 1 G038?418 5Q1~70Bqlb57b27qob9.oqS48015 
37 t,)v3~6526 2S89t5897735241~,0680~2o3 
37 !. ,0O37l87t.1 20b32515254b206301,8b96B0e6 
31 1.00343310 s~1e1oa~1e516c1qb~q.oqsbo13B 
38 1,l)uo12Po 25891589773S2ij16,v5885220 
3~ 1, 1J10b?213 20632S15254620630l.86203q,2 
38 1.00903411 5LJ;~;oaq1657o27qo61.oQC2458q 
39 1.008019/J.2 2589158971352416.~~qQB710 
3q t,01207td7 206~25152Sa6~06301,352~12S8 
3q 1.010456q9 sa7370BQ1&57627~66Q.~Qoanao9 
40 1.00135033 ?58~158971352418.0441215? 
40 1,o:i34t1~9 206325152546206}01.8~83~351 
1.10 1. (){) 15270 u 5LJ7B108Q1~57627Qb61,07655,S6 
41 1,1)0()9C1738 ~~8~1SB97735?~1S 0 0S290762 
41 1.00390082 2065~5152S46?.06301,838q1350 
If?' 1.0003Q210 201;Qqo9.9640B?6Q 
